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is a multipurpose fabric
lightbox display specifically designed to
offer solutions in communicating messages
to customers wherever they are.
What makes this display quite unique are
their modularity and adjustability. With just
a simple change in positioning and by
adding a few components, the existing
banner display can be transformed into a
variety of backdrop sizes from a booth to
a complete exhibition stand in just a few
moves.
Being easily assembled, tools free with no
technical knowledge required, Multiplo
One can be transported in a convenient
trolley case.
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One 45

One 45 panel parts 200x250cm

Useful Details

easy printing change
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Aluminum profil

trolley case

Οne 150 LED

One 150 panel parts 200x250cm

Useful Details

easy printing change

Aluminum profil

LED lighting

trolley case
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Backdrop
By adding the bases to your frames, you
can create the unique Multiplo backdrops
that work as floor standing displays. Their
flexible plugin system is based on lightweight aluminum profiles covered with
digital fabric prints and LED lighting.
Moreover, they are modular which means
that they change sizes easily. Ideal for
events, shopfitting, exhibition and generally wherever there is a need for BTL promotion. They bring out high-quality
images and boost your promotional
activities. They can be easily transferred
to take them with you whenever and
wherever needed. Backdrops available in
standard and custom sizes.

BASE/0021

BASE/0015

Accessories for Backdrops
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One 150

One 45

Base instalation instructions

Wall mounting
By adding the specific components, you
can transform your frame to a wall-mounted
display application for decoration, signage
or branding. Ideal for retail outlets, building
entrances, restaurants, hotels, hospitals,
medical centers, office or home decoration
and general use wherever there is a need
for advertisement or decoration. Multiplo
wall panels can offer you a unique 3D
visual experience as they have no visible
frame and can be illuminated or not. What
makes them unique is their easy set-up and
set down.

PART/0143

PART/0126

Accessories for Wall Mounting

One 150

One 45

Wall mounting instalation instructions
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Hanging
Hanging panel displays are ideal for shopfitting and decoration. They can be easily
mounted on the ceiling with wire ropes. An
extraordinary way of decorating a shop
window. Their quick and easy assembly
as well as their modular system enables
them to be adjustable and flexible in any
change needed. Plus! They are reusable
which means that with a new print you can
support a new branding activity in no time.
New printing, new communication activity!

PART/014...

Accessories for Hanging
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One 150

One 45

Hanging instalation instructions

Ceiling
Display for ceiling suspension. Change the
components in your frame and transform it into
a unique ceiling panel. Ideal for signage and
decoration purposes in exhibitions, conferences, shopping centers, events, lobbies,
stores or any other space that needs a unique
element to stand out. An impressive way for
communicational endeavours in places with
high traffic. Their LED lighting enhances your
message even further. With the easy change of
prints, you can change the decoration of your
space and create a new environment. Plus!
Multiplo ceiling panels are an innovative way
for an extra lighting element. Create unique
and welcoming spaces with Multiplo ceiling
panels and grasp everyone’s attention.

PART/0144

Accessories for Ceiling

One 150

One 45

Ceiling instalation instructions
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Exhibition Stand
Reusable exhibition stands and booths for
trade fairs with the innovative Multiplo
One. Ideal to meet all your communication
needs and strengthen your presence! The
system is expandable and adaptable to
any available space at any exhibition
center. It consists of individual Multiplo
One panels, which can compose different
booth designs and sizes. Set up in only a
few hours with no specific technical knowledge required. What makes these exhibition stands unique are their quick and easy
set-up and set down as well as their
sustainable nature. All the panels are not
only high-quality, but also reusable.

PART/0081

PART/0053

Accessories for Exhibition Stand
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One 45 panels in corner

One 45 panels in a row

Exhibition stands instalation instructions

Exhibition Stand

One 45 panels in a row

One 45 panels in corner

Door

One 150 panels in corner

Exhibition stands instalation instructions
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stability
modularity
easy assembling
multipurpose
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